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What Is It?
Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) is an approach for learning about and engaging with communities. It combines an ever-growing toolkit of participatory and visual methods with natural interviewing techniques and is intended to facilitate a process of collective analysis and learning. The approach can be used in identifying needs, planning, monitoring or evaluating projects and programmes. Whilst a powerful consultation tool, it offers the opportunity to go beyond mere consultation and promote the active participation of communities in the issues and interventions that shape their lives.

The approach has been used, traditionally, with rural communities in the developing world. There it has been found extremely effective in tapping into the unique perspectives of the rural poor, helping to unlock their ideas not only on the nature and causes of the issues that affect them, but also on realistic solutions. It enables local people to share their perceptions and identify, prioritise and appraise issues from their knowledge of local conditions. More traditional, extractive research tends to ‘consult’ communities and then take away the findings for analysis, with no assurance that they will be acted on. In contrast, PLA tools combine the sharing of insights with analysis and, as such, provide a catalyst for the community themselves to act on what is uncovered.

In the UK, PLA approaches are increasingly used in a range of community-based poverty and regeneration projects – whenever the active participation of the community is prioritised. By utilising visual methods and analytical tools, PLA enables all community members to participate, regardless of their age, ethnicity or literacy capabilities.

How is it Conducted?
The repertoire of PLA tools is large and ever-growing and practitioners of the approach are constantly adapting and adding to the toolkit to meet their needs. What follows therefore are merely descriptions and examples of some of the more commonly used tools intended to give a flavour of the approach.
Maps
Mapping activities are often used as introductory activities. They allow the community to show and talk about how they see the area where they live, the resources/facilities available and what is important to them in their environment. They enable ‘outsiders’ to begin to see a community through the eyes of the local people.
**Time Lines**

Time lines are a type of diagram that help to record changes in a community/household/life of a community member over time. They are a way of noting the important historical markers and milestones of a community or individual, giving a wider historical context to issues being discussed. They can also enable participants to draw out trends.

**Transect Walks**

Transect Walks are a type of mapping activity, but they involve actually walking across an area with a community member/group of community members, observing, asking questions and listening as you go. This information is then represented visually in a transect sketch/diagram.
Problem Trees
A ‘Problem Tree’ or ‘issue tree’ is a type of diagram which enables community members to analyse the causes and effects of a particular problem, and how they relate to one another. Constructed around a focal problem/issue, the causes of that problem are traced down below, and the effects above.

Escalation of problems
Wasted/Underused resources
Impact on later involvement as adults
Lost opportunity
Wrong problems identified
Good ideas not recognised
Perpetuation of problems
Disillusionment
Wrong solutions
Good ideas not recognised
Impact on later involvement as adults
Lost opportunity
Wrong problems identified
Children’s voices are not often heard in the policy and programme design process
Resistance Lack of access Views not valued Lack of engagement skills
Sub-groups: age/development different needs
Individually previous Experience Legal restrictions Lack of respect Org/individual shortcomings
Ethical considerations Communication blocks Power imbalance
**Ranking Activities**
Ranking/scoring activities provide a way for community members to weigh up/rate/prioritise items or issues either relative to one another or according to criteria.

**Venn / Chapati Diagrams**
These are two similar types of diagrams that can be used to explore the roles and relationships of individuals, groups and individuals and the links between them.

These are just some of the tools that are used as part of the PLA approach. The approach itself is dynamic and flexible but is underpinned by some key principles:

- Roles are reversed such that local people are seen as the ‘experts’
- ‘Handing over the pen’ – the community members themselves do the drawing, mapping, modelling, diagramming; the facilitators build rapport, listen, question and learn.
A Select Bibliography
The literature on PLA has grown considerably over recent years. Below are some key texts and internet resources should you wish to find out more.
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**Useful Websites**

Neighbourhood Initiatives  
[www.nif.co.uk](http://www.nif.co.uk)

Intermediate Technology Publications  
[www.itpubs.org.uk](http://www.itpubs.org.uk)

Institute of Development Studies  
[www.ids.ac.uk/pra/sources.html](http://www.ids.ac.uk/pra/sources.html)  
[www.ids.ac.uk/eldis/pra/prabib.htm](http://www.ids.ac.uk/eldis/pra/prabib.htm)

One World  
[www.oneworld.org](http://www.oneworld.org)

International Institute for Environment and Development  
[www.iied.org](http://www.iied.org)

**For further information on PLA contact:**

**University of Wolverhampton, Centre for International Development and Training**  
cidt@wlv.ac.uk  
www.wlv.ac.uk/cidt

**Patricia Daniel**  
P.Daniel@wlv.ac.uk